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Overview: 
This design note describes an algorithm to fill short data gaps encountered in pixel or flux time series 
using auto-regressive modeling techniques. 
 
Recommendations:   
This algorithm should be used in filling short data gaps encountered in pixel or flux time series 
whenever a complete time series is required as in the case of transiting planet search algorithm. 
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Applicable Documents 
 
KSOC-21075 Transiting Planet Search Software Detailed Design  
KSOC-21084 Pre-Search Data Conditioning Software Detailed Design 
KSOC-21076 Reflected Light  Planet Search Software Detailed 
Design 
KSOC-21073 Photometric Analysis Software Detailed Design 
 
 
Open Items/Action Required   
1. Need a criterion to decide on the AR model order. Need to find whether AIC (Akaike’s 
Information Criterion), MDL (Rissanen’s Minimum Descriptor Length) are of any use for time 
series AR model order selection [3]. 
2. Need a method to decide on the correlation window length. 
 
 
TBDs/TBRs 
 
Paragraph TBD Item 
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1 Brief Description of the Algorithm 
This algorithm deals with the problem of missing observations from evenly sampled signals. Missing 
observations are caused by a variety of reasons, such as fading phenomena in propagation channels, 
intermittent sensor failures, periodic interferences, and removal of outliers-measurements with obvious 
gross errors [1]. The data gaps caused by such missing samples can occur randomly or in a regular 
pattern. The matched filter transit detection algorithm and the periodogram based detection algorithm for 
reflected light search require a complete time series. The missing data samples are estimated using an 
auto regressive (AR) model for a stationary time series [2]. This is represented in equation form as  
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 Figure 1. Ovals representing available samples and 'x' indicating missing 
samples in a time series. 
Figure 1 represents equation (1) in pictorial form with a sliding window positioned over the missing 
sample x[n] and extending dmax samples on either side of x[n]. Here x[n] is estimated as a weighted sum of 
p previous available samples falling within the window and q later samples with the data gap being (L+M) 
samples long. It is easily seen (by forming the sample correlation function from the time series x) that the 
correlation function (also the covariance function) of an AR process satisfies the difference equation (1). 
The AR model is unique in that among all possible random processes that could match the (p+q+1) given 
values of the correlation function and extend it to the gap, the AR process is the one that has maximum 
entropy. In other words, the AR process is the most random process that can still match the given 
correlation values. This property is the most appropriate for filling in missing data since it is 
presumptuous to force the correlation function to assume specific values (such as zero) in the region 
where it is not known and the AR model provides an extension which is maximally noncommittal [3]. 
1.1 Stationary Time Series 
A random process is said to be stationary (in the strict sense) if its statistical descriptions do not 
depend on time. For example, the mean value should be independent of time, satisfying ( ) ( )][][ TtxEtxE +=  where E(⋅) represents an ensemble average operation. The above definition used the 
ensemble average to define the stationarity of a process. In many cases it is also possible to describe the 
statistical moments of a process using time averages. If the (time averaged) first and second moments 
(mean and auto-correlation function) do not change from realization to realization (i.e. between different 
members of the ensemble) the process is said to be ergodic. For ergodic processes, therefore, the time 
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averages (for example: the mean value) are equivalent to ensemble averages. Ergodic processes are useful 
because it means that the statistical properties can be measured using time averages over a single 
realization. In practice many stationary processes are ergodic [4].  
For an ergodic, stationary random process, the joint probability density function [ ] [ ] [ ]Knxnxnxf ,...,, 10  for 
any set of K+1 samples must be the same for any other set of K+1 samples with the same spacing. This 
condition implies that all the moments (for example: mean, variance) for any value of K are the same with 
the same inter sample spacing. If this requirement is relaxed so that mean of the random process is a 
constant and the autocorrelation function is a function of the spacing between the samples, then the 
random process is said to be wide-sense stationary or weakly stationary. In common usage, the term 
stationary is usually taken to mean wide-sense stationary. Suppose that the time series x of length N is a 
discrete time random process and x is subjected to random skipping or deleting of some samples. The 
missing sample x[n] (dependent variable) can be represented as a linear combination of available samples 
(independent variables). This equation is in the form of a statistical regression and since both dependent 
and independent variables belong to the same process, this random process x is called an autoregressive 
or AR process.  
Repeating equation (1) for the sake of continuity, 
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Here the missing sample x[n] is estimated as a weighted sum of p previous available samples (starting 
at time index (n-L-1)) and q later samples (starting at time index (n + M+1)) with the data gap being 
(L+M) samples long. The AR model order is P = p+q [2].  
Define the error function as ( )
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where the operator  stands for time average over N samples of the time series. 
 
The AR model parameters values of ak that minimize the error function are found by taking the partial 
derivative of E with respect to ak resulting in  
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Setting the partial derivative with respect to ak to zero results in 
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Noticing that  operates over time index n, the above equation can be rewritten as 
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Since the estimate of the autocorrelation function for lag k using time average is ][][][ knxnxkr +=  
and for lag (k+i) the estimate is ][][][ knxinxkir ++=− , the above equation can be simplified as 
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Writing equation (6) in matrix form, 
nn Rar ∗=  and  nn rRa ∗= −1  (7) 
Here it is important to remember that the autocorrelation function vector rn does not contain the 
elements corresponding to the missing samples. By setting the missing samples to zero and including 
them in the autocorrelation function vector r computation, allows us to use the existing Matlab 
function calls. Then rn can be extracted as a sub vector with elements whose indices correspond to 
existing samples only. The autocorrelation matrix Rn does not contain the rows or columns 
corresponding to indices of missing samples. This matrix too can be extracted as a sub block matrix 
from the autocorrelation matrix R containing all the indices, including the missing samples set to 
zero.  
Once the AR model parameter vector a is determined by solving equation (7), the missing sample is 
estimated as the weighted sum of the previous p samples and later q samples according to equation (1). It 
is useful to remember that the correlation matrix R of a stationary discrete time random process is 
Hermitian and almost always positive definite (when there are no linear dependencies between samples) 
and thus the inverse of R exists for almost all practical cases. 
1.1.1 Pseudo Code for Missing Data Prediction Algorithm (Stationary Time Series) 
1. Replace the missing data values in the time series { }]1[],...,2[],1[],0[ −= Nxxxxx  with 0. 
Form the autocorrelation function vector r as  
10   , ][][1][
1
0
−≤≤+= ∑−
=
Nkknxnx
N
kr
N
n  
(The vector r is used to form the autocorrelation matrix R discussed in step 3. The entries in 
R corresponding to the indices of missing samples are not used. Yet, the missing samples 
need to be filled with 0 to account for the time lag). 
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2. Define the data fill window length dmax (AR model order) specifying the maximum distance 
the available points can be used in filling in each missing point.  
3. Form the autocorrelation matrix R as a Toeplitz matrix formed from the elements of the 
vector r(1:2∗dmax +1). This is correct, since for a stationary random process, the correlation 
and covariance matrices do not change if (2∗dmax+1) samples are taken anywhere in the time 
series. Here the initial (2∗dmax+1) samples are used to form the autocorrelation matrix. 
4. Get the distance of the ith non-available point from all available points. Collect all the 
available points that fall within the fill window. Let their indices be { }),...,2,1(),,...,2,1( qMnMnMnpLnLnLn ++++++−−−−−−  where the window 
extends dmax on each direction from the missing data sample at time index n. Here it 
assumed that the data gap around the missing sample is L+M samples wide. 
5. Set up equation (7) as follows: Collect all elements of r with indices { }),...,2,1(),,...,2,1( qMMMpLLL ++++++  where M+q is the last greatest sample 
index inside the fill window. Now form rn as follows:  
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ++↓↓↓++= ][],...,1[.... M lagat .......
missing
0 lagat . . . . .L lagat  ],1[],...,[ qMrMr
ML
LrpLrrn  
 
6. Extract a sub block matrix Rn from R by removing row and column entries corresponding to 
the missing data samples indices. This sub block matrix Rn is not Toeplitz any more but is 
still symmetric and positive semi definite and thus invertible. 
7. Solve for the vector a in equation (7).  
8. Estimate the missing data sample as a weighted sum of available data samples within the 
window where the weights are given by the vector a. 
9. Repeat steps 4 through 8 for all missing samples. 
1.2 Nonstationary Time Series  
For a nonstationary time series, estimating the missing sample value is similar to the stationary time 
series except that the autocorrelation function vector r is computed adaptively since the correlation 
function (a second order moment) is now a function of time index. A correlation window length is defined 
(much greater than the AR model order, about ten times or so) within which the time series is considered 
to be stationary. The auto covariance matrix R is formed as a Toeplitz matrix from the vector r. Each 
missing sample is estimated as a weighted sum of previous p samples and q later samples around the 
missing sample, where the weight vector a is obtained by solving equation (7). 
 
1.2.1 Pseudo Code for Missing Data Prediction Algorithm (Nonstationary Time Series) 
1. Replace the missing data values in the time series { }]1[],...,2[],1[],0[ −= Nxxxxx  with 0. 
2. Define the data fill window length dmax (AR model order) specifying the maximum distance 
the available points can be used in filling in each missing point. Define also the correlation 
window length rdmax which is much greater (for example: ten times) than dmax. 
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3. Get the distance of the ith non-available point from all available points. Collect all the 
available points that fall within the fill window. Let their indices be { }),...,2,1(),,...,2,1( qMnMnMnpLnLnLn ++++++−−−−−−  where the window 
extends dmax on each direction from the missing data sample at time index n. Here it 
assumed that the data gap around the missing sample is L+M samples wide. 
4. Collect all the available points that are within the correlation window of length rdmax around 
the missing sample. Compute the sample mean using the available samples only. Subtract the 
sample mean from the available samples in the correlation window.  Form the autocovariance 
function vector r as 10   , ][][1][
1
0
−≤≤+′′= ∑−
=
s
N
ns
Nkknxnx
N
kr
s
 where Ns is the number of 
points inside the correlation window (x′  indicates mean removed available samples; missing 
samples are still 0 and the mean is not removed from the missing samples). The correlation 
window is much greater than the data fill window length dmax. (The vector r is used to form 
the autocorrelation matrix R discussed in step 5. The entries in R corresponding to the indices 
of missing samples are not used. Yet, the missing samples need to be filled with 0 to account 
for the time lag). 
5. Form the auto covariance matrix R as a Toeplitz matrix formed from the 2∗dmax elements of 
the vector r. This is correct since for a stationary segment of a random process, the 
correlation and covariance matrices do not change if (2∗dmax+1) samples are taken anywhere 
in the stationary segment.  
6. Get the distance of the ith non-available point from all available points. Collect all the 
available points that fall within the fill window. Let their indices be { }),...,2,1(),,...,2,1( qMnMnMnpLnLnLn ++++++−−−−−−  where the window 
extends dmax on each direction from the missing data sample at time index n. Here it 
assumed that the data gap around the missing sample is L+M samples wide. 
7. Set up equation (7) as follows: Form the sub vector rn from r by collecting all elements of r 
with indices { }),...,2,1(),,...,2,1( qMMMpLLL ++++++  where M+q is the last greatest 
sample index inside the fill window. Now form rn as follows: 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ++↓↓↓++= ][],...,1[.... M lagat .......
missing
0 lagat . . . . .L lagat  ],1[],...,[ qMrMr
ML
LrpLrrn   
8. Extract a sub block matrix Rn from R by removing row and column entries corresponding to 
the missing data samples indices. This sub block matrix Rn is not Toeplitz any more but still 
symmetric and positive semi definite and thus invertible. 
9. Solve for the vector a in equation (7).  
10. Estimate the missing data sample as a weighted sum of available data samples within the data 
window where the weights are given by the vector a. Add the sample mean of the stationary 
segment to the estimate. 
11. Include the estimated sample into the available sample pool.  
12. Repeat steps 3 through 10 for all the missing samples.  
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1.2.2 Data Gap Filling: Stationary versus Nonstationary Time Series  
Stationary Time Series Nonstationary Time Series 
Autocorrelation function vector r is 
computed only once for the time series. 
Auto covariance function vector r is computed 
as many times as there are missing points in the 
time series. 
Newly estimated missing sample is not 
included in the autocorrelation vector for 
recalculation. 
Newly estimated sample is added to the 
available sample pool and is included in the auto 
covariance vector computation for other missing 
samples. 
Autocorrelation matrix is used in equation 
(7) to compute vector a. 
Auto covariance matrix is used in equation (7) 
to compute vector a.   
1.2.3 Points to Ponder (Issues to Investigate, Parameters to Optimize) 
Need a criterion to decide on the AR model order. Need to find whether AIC (Akaike’s Information 
Criterion), MDL (Rissanen’s Minimum Descriptor Length) are of any use for time series AR model order 
selection [3]. 
Need a method to decide on the correlation window length. 
Need to see if the approach to quantify a nonstationary time series as consisting of a number of time 
segments that are stationary is useful. (In general, it is impossible to obtain the exact segmentation of a 
nonstationary time series because of the complexity of the calculation. An exact segmentation algorithm 
requires a computation time that scales as O(NN), where N is the number of points in the time series. 
Several heuristic methods are reported in the literature, which deal with the problem of meaningfully 
segmenting a Nonstationary time series [5]). 
2 Description of input data 
2.1 Stationary Time Series  
Two stationary time series of length 2048 samples are generated as a combination of two sinusoids 
(one with a frequency of 50 Hz, 1000 samples long and another with a frequency of 2 Hz and 400 
samples long) in gaussian noise with standard deviation of  0.1, 0.5. Data gaps ranging from 8 to 20 
samples are introduced every 200 samples interval. Thus control data time series with all samples intact 
and missing data time series are available for evaluating short data gap filling algorithm. 
2.2 Nonstationary Time Series 
Measurements of solar irradiance values made by DIARAD (Dual Irradiance Absolute Radiometer) 
instrument aboard the SOHO aircraft (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) is used as input data. The 
input data is truncated to 5000 samples before the first data gap in encountered. This is to make sure that 
the time series is complete for evaluating the data gap filling algorithm. As for the case of stationary time 
series, data gaps ranging from 8 to 20 samples are introduced every 200 samples interval.  
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3 Expected Results 
3.1 Filling Stationary Time Series Data Gap  
Time series with gaussian noise σ = 0.5                        Time series with gaussian noise σ = 0.1 
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Time series with gaussian noise σ = 0.5                                   Time series with gaussian noise σ = 0.1 
 
  
 
Figure 1. Filling data gaps in a stationary time series consisting of two 
sinusoids in gaussian noise with σ = 0.1 and  σ = 0.5. (The two plots on 
the last row just show the two complete noisy time series) 
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3.2 Filling Nonstationary Time Series Data Gap  
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Figure 2. Filling data gaps in a nonstationary time series consisting solar 
irradiance values measured by DIARAD instrument aboard the SOHO 
spacecraft. 
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4 Method of evaluation 
4.1 Stationary Time Series 
Run the script [MSE] = Batch_Fill_DataGap_Stationary(NRUNS, print_plots, sigma) where NRUNS 
specifies the number of AR models of increasing order the stationary time series  is fitted with to estimate 
the missing samples. The starting AR model order is 3. The print_plots flag is set to 1 when NRUNS < 10 
and when it is set, ten plots are captured for each of the runs. The plots are saved as .jpg files in newly 
created directories under the current directory. The script Generate_Stationary_TimeSeries.m called by 
Batch_Fill_DataGap_Stationary generates the stationary time series as the sum of two sinusoids 
corrupted by gaussian noise with standard deviation sigma. In this time series, short gaps ranging in size 
from 5 samples to 20 samples are introduced every 200 samples of the time series randomly. 
To get the plots in figure 1, run the script Batch_Fill_DataGap_Stationary twice; for the first 
iteration, NRUNS = 1 and print_plots = 1, and sigma = 0.5 and for the next iteration NRUNS = 1 and 
print_plots = 1, and sigma = 0.1. To decide what AR model estimates the missing data well, run the script 
Batch_Fill_DataGap_Stationary  with  NRUNS = 25 and print_plots = 0, and sigma = 0.5 or sigma = 0.1. 
The results are saved in a text file called Stationary_Time_Series_25_Runs.txt  and as a plot called 
Stationary_TimeSeries_ModelOrder_Selection.jpg 
 
Figure 3. AR Model Order versus Mean Square Error (MSE) of fit in a stationary 
time series (two sinusoids with additive gaussian noise with σ = 0.1) 
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4.2 Nonstationary Time Series 
Run the script [Runs] = Batch_Fill_DataGap_NonStationary(NRUNS1, NRUNS2, print_plots) where 
NRUNS1 specifies the number of AR models of increasing order the nonstationary  time series  is fitted 
with to estimate the missing samples. The starting AR model order is 3. NRUNS2 specifies the number of 
correlation windows of increasing length to be used for each AR model order. The starting correlation 
window length is 15*AR model order. The print_plots flag is set to 1 when NRUNS1* NRUNS2 < 20 and 
when it is set, ten plots are captured for each of the runs. The plots are saved as .jpg files in newly created 
directories under the current directory. The script Generate_NonStationary_TimeSeries.m called by 
Batch_Fill_DataGap_NonStationary generates the nonstationary time series from the solnew.mat (a 
Matlab workspace containing the solar flux measurements made by DIARAD instrument aboard SOHO 
spacecraft). This time series has very long data gaps. For prototyping purposes, 5000 initial samples 
before any data gap is encountered, are used. In this time series, short gaps ranging in size from 5 samples 
to 20 samples are introduced every 200 samples of the time series randomly. 
 To get the plots in figure 2, run the script Batch_Fill_DataGap_NonStationary  with NRUNS1 = 1, 
NRUNS2 = 1, and print_plots = 1. To decide what AR model and correlation window length estimates the 
missing data well, run the script Batch_Fill_DataGap_NonStationary  with NRUNS1 = 25, NRUNS2 = 15 
and print_plots = 0 The results are saved in a text file called NonStationary_Time_Series_25_15_Runs.txt  
and as  plots called NonStationary_TimeSeries_ModelOrder_Selection1.jpg (a 3D line plot, as shown in 
figure 4)and NonStationary_TimeSeries_ModelOrder_Selection2.jpg (a mesh plot, as shown in figure 5) 
 
Figure 4. Nonstationary time series: AR model order and correlation window length 
versus MSE of fit (NonStationary_TimeSeries_ModelOrder_Selection1.jpg) 
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Figure 5. Nonstationary time series: AR model order and correlation window length 
versus MSE of fit (NonStationary_TimeSeries_ModelOrder_Selection2.jpg) 
5 Location of source code 
The following scripts have been checked into the source control system CVS residing on the machine 
flux.arc.nasa.gov under the directory \home\cvs\so\algorithms\prototype\short_data_gap: 
 
1. Batch_Fill_DataGap_NonStationary.m 
2. Batch_Fill_DataGap_Stationary.m 
3. Generate_Stationary_Time_Series.m 
4. Generate_NonStationary_Time_Series.m 
5. Fill_Short_DataGap_1.m 
6. Fill_Short_DataGap_2.m 
7. Plot_TimeSeries_With_Gap.m 
8. Get_Correlation.m 
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6 Location of test data 
The scripts Generate_Stationary_Time_Series.m and Generate_NonStationary_Time_Series.m 
generate test data as well. These scripts can be modified (in the case of stationary time series) easily to 
yield a time series with different lengths, different frequency sinusoids, and gaussian noise with different 
variance. 
7 Performance Measurements 
As the data gaps in the time series are filled, plots of original samples, missing samples, and 
estimated samples are shown on the screen for each data gap. These plots are also captured as .jpg files (if 
print_plots option is set). This should serve as a visual check. The quality of the filled in samples is 
measured by the MSE of fit which in turn depends on the AR model and the correlation window chosen. 
These parameters can be optimized as described in sections 5.1 and 5.2. 
8 Flowchart, Class diagrams 
 
